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Motivation
Few previous studies showed that in the task of sound localization directing attention by an auditory cue causes: -improvements in reaction times (Spence & Driver, 1994 ), -small (Sach et al., 2000 or no (Kopco et al., 2001 ) improvements in performance.
Possible reasons for this lack of strong effects: -tested SOAs too short to orient attention, -modality through which attention is directed is important, -saccadic eye movements (e.g., towards cue) increased variance in responses, making results too noisy.
Current study
Perform behavioral experiment to determine: -whether attentional effects occur at longer SOAs, -whether attentional control is modality-dependent (visual vs. auditory cue).
Compare results of current experiment with results of a previous experiment (Experiment 1) in which eyes were not fixated (Kopco et al., 2007) to determine possible effect of eye movements (Werner-Reiss et al., 2003) .
Hypotheses
Compared to Exp. 1: -eye fixation will reduce the effect of visual cue -there will be no influence on the effect of auditory cue
Methods
Setup
-subject seated in front of a computer ( Fig 1A) , surrounded by a semicircle with pictures of speakers -perceived location entered using numeric keypad on computer
Experiment 2
12 normal hearing subjects Similar to experiment 1, except -eyes fixated to the center of the computer screen, -different (centered) visual cue (bottom of Fig. 1B ), -SOA 0.8 excluded. 
Experiment 1
12 normal hearing subjects Subject's task to localize a target sound, preceded by either: -a cue indicating its hemisphere (left or right), -a cue from the opposite hemisphere, -no cue (reference trials).
Stimuli
-target: 2-ms broadband click, simulated at one of 10 locations in virtual anechoic environment ( Fig  1A) , -auditory cue: 100-ms 2-kHz pure tone presented monaurally from L or R headphone, -visual cue: left-or right-pointing arrow on a computer screen (Fig 1B) .
Procedure
-10 sessions each consisting of 7 blocks, one per measurement type: 2 modalities (auditory, visual) x 3 informativeness + no cue -cue informativeness: cue correctly predicts target lateral side on 50%, 80%, or 100% of trials within a block -one block contains 10 (locations) x 3 (SOAs) trials, -SOA: 0.4, 0.8, or 1.6 seconds -one trial consisted of:
FIGURE 2 Bias in responses induced by the cue. Across-subject mean and standard error in the difference between responses with and without cue. The biases are illustrated also on the cartoon by each panel.
Experiment 1 FREE EYE MOVEMENTS Experiment 2
FIXATION
Auditory and visual cueing shifts perceived locations of auditory targets.
Experiment. 1: Free eye movements (panels A and C)
Both cues attract targets presented from the unattended side.
Effects of auditory and visual cueing are similar at short SOA but not at long SOA. Attention facilitates selection of objects, events, or spatial regions in complex scenes. Here, we investigate how the modality through which strategic spatial auditory attention is directed influences sound localization and whether the effect depends on eye fixation. Why eye fixation affected auditory and not visual cue? Alternative 1. Keeping the eyes fixated requires concentration, reducing the resources available for processing and using a cue from different modality (i.e., auditory).
Alternative 2. Processing of auditory cue might have been more difficult because it was presented from a location (-90°or 90°) that differed from the fixation point (0°). Visual cues and fixation point were aligned at 0°. cue pause target sound answer
